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Automated Camera Dysfunctions Detection Sebastien Harasse, Laurent Bonnaud, Alice Caplier, Michel Desvignes LIS, 961 av. de la Houille Blanche 38074 St Martin d’Heres FRANCE {harasse,bonnaud,caplier,desvignes}@lis.inpg.fr Abstract Surveillance systems depend greatly on the robustness and availability of the video streams. The cameras must deliver reliable streams from an angle corresponding to the correct viewpoint. In other words, the field of view and video quality must remain unchanged after the initial installation of a surveillance camera. This paper proposes an approach to detect automatically such changes (displacement, out of focus, obstruction), in a difficult environment with illumination variations, dynamic background and foreground objects.



Figure 1. example of displacement



1. Introduction Recent developments in video acquisition have made possible the storage of large good quality video streams for surveillance systems. This has increased the amount of data used for event detection and analysis. In this paper, we consider a system of cameras inside a moving platform (vehicle). The main part of the image is the inside of the vehicle with changes occuring because of illumination coming through the windows, changing background scenes outside the vehicle, and occlusions from passengers moving in front of the cameras. Such systems of surveillance depend on the robustnesss and availability of the initial video streams : the cameras must deliver a reliable stream from an angle corresponding to the correct viewpoint. Once the system is installed, the following parameters should remain unchanged : • the field of view : there should be no displacement of the acquisition system with regard to the main part of the scene, and the field of view of the acquisition system should not be partially or completely obscured (figure 1 and 2). • the video quality : the observed scene should not be out of focus when using manual focus lenses, nor should it be obscured by semi-transparent obstruction.



Figure 2. example of obstruction If any of these events occur, we consider the video stream as not reliable. Thus we need to check regularly if the video streams are still reliable, which can be time-consuming, especially for large surveillance systems with many video sources. In a surveillance system with several acquisition cameras, video streams are compressed and stored on a computer, which can be used for event detection and image processing. The aim of this project is the automatic detection of modifications of the field of view or quality loss in the video stream by image processing without new hardware. This will reduce maintenance costs and human intervention.



2. System overview The considered surveillance system is mounted inside a vehicle, moving in an urban outdoor environment. This in-



duces several difficulties : • Since the vehicle is moving and windows lie in the field of view, the background is partially very unstable due to the objects passing by through the windows. Moreover, moving objects like people inside the vehicle produce moving regions in images. Sometimes, moving objects become stationary objects, for example people sitting for a time. However, some parts of the field of view should remain stationary with respect to the camera, for example seats, window borders, etc. Difficulties arise when these stable parts are obscured by moving objects.



3. Key concepts Stable edges have specific spatio-temporal properties : their position is spatially invariant and they are edges of nearly stationary temporal objects, always present except when obscured by a moving object. These occlusions can be seen as perturbations or noise in the signal (image). Temporal averaging is a classical way to enhance the signal/noise ratio. In fact, moving objects disappear from a cumulative image for a long time and this gives a good background.



• The illumination of the scene can change quickly, when objects outside the vehicle block the sunlight, when the vehicle goes inside a tunnel, or simply when it changes its orientation. The illumination can also change very slowly, between night and day. • Real time processing is required, and must be achieved with minimum processor and memory requirements. With these constraints, usual techniques such as background substraction algorithms [1] and local background modeling [2],[3],[4] cannot be used. The general idea is to compute a scalar measure which is ”invariant” by the previous transformations (fast and slow illumination changes, background modifications, moving and stationary people) for each feature to detect (field of view modification, obstruction and focus), and to detect abnormal statistical changes in this measure (figure 4). • The field of view can be characterized by the position of stable edges in the image. Stable edges are the edges in the image that are fixed with respect to the camera, i.e. windows, seats, doors, etc. They are just temporally obscured and their detection is invariant to illumination changes. Abnormal changes to this measure are detected by a motion estimator. • The measure of focus has been widely studied for autofocus cameras, in astronomy, microscopy or photography [5][6]. Unfortunately, focus measures suppose that the image slowly varies. With our conditions, this hypothesis is not realistic. We propose a new measure, energy of stable edges, and compare it with the classical gradient energy [6]. • After several tests, entropy is quite a good way to measure the level of obstruction. We will now present the key concepts used in this project : stable temporal edges detection, motion estimation of those edges, temporal change detection.



Figure 3. initial image (a), strong edges (b), stable edges (c)



The underlying hypothesis with the cumulative technique is that signal and noise are stationary during the cumulating period. This is not adequate with quick illumination changes when the vehicle is moving. Illumination changes cannot be modeled, even with more sophisticated models. Our solution to this problem is to use the edges instead of the intensity of the image. Thus, we get strong spatial edges, which become stable temporal edges.



3.1. Strong edges



3.3. Displacement detection



The gradient of each frame is computed and the edges are obtained by adaptive thresholding (figure 3b). The explicit model of the image is a classical one, with step edges and white gaussian noise. As we are looking for strong fixed temporal edges, all the low level gradient (noise) can be discarded from the stable edges. This noise is clearly the first maximum of the gradient histogram. To estimate the parameters of the gaussian noise, we assume that the image does not contains a lot of information : at most 25% of the pixels are real strong edges. The first part (75%) of the histogram is approximated by a zero mean gaussian with standard deviation σ.



In our application, there can be small displacements of the camera due to vibrations or maintenance. They should not be reported as dysfuntions since the field of view would remain almost identical. Other displacements of the camera are not allowed and must be detected as dysfunctions. Thus we can approximate the allowed displacements by small translations and consider that any other movement of the field of view is not allowed.



σ2 =



X −−→ 1 kG(p)k2 Card(P ) p∈P



where members of P are the pixels from the first 75% of the −−→ histogram, and G(p) is the gradient vector at p. Therefore, real strong edges have a gradient greater than 3σ. Experimentally, this model is quite adequate, except in very low illumination (tunnel with no outdoor light, no indoor light inside the vehicle).



3.2. Stable temporal edges : Temporal accumulator Strong edges in each frame of the sequence are then cumulated in a single image which we call the temporal accumulator. As for image intensity, moving objects such as people or background through the windows disappear with this temporal accumulator (figure 3c). This temporal accumulator is computed for a fixed and finite number of images. This number depends on the average viewing time of moving objects and also of pseudo-stationary objects. The integration time must be large enough to enhance signal/noise ratio. However, to update the temporal accumulator, all the images are stored during this integration time and this process requires very large memory requirements. The temporal scheme is then a sliding bloc window: the temporal accumulator is the addition of N pre-accumulator. Each preaccumulator Ai integrates T frames and the current frame updates the newest pre-accumulator. The temporal accumulator is updated at exactly T frames, subtracting the oldest pre-accumulator and adding the new one. Therefore, our temporal accumulator integrates NxT frames. The stable edges obtained (figure 3c) clearly enhance real fixed edges, which are parts of the vehicle, and decrease background edges, even when the vehicle stops for a moment.



We use a classical algorithm of block matching, which maximizes the normalized correlation between a reference accumulator and the current accumulator to find the parameters of this translation. The reference accumulator represents the scene without any changes. As we are inside a moving platform, it is very stable with respect to passengers and rapid changes. This reference accumulator is built during NxT frames, when the camera is known to be correctly positioned, with the same method used to calculate the temporal accumulator. We update the reference accumulator whenever there isn’t any dysfuntion detected, in order to obtain a more robust reference. This update is done in two steps : • we translate the current accumulator in order to correct the small displacements. • we add the current accumulator to the reference accumulator. The block matching returns the best parameters of the translation between the two accumulators, and the value of the maximum normalized correlation. We use all this information to decide whether there is a dysfunction or not. If the detected translation is greater than a sensibility threshold, a large displacement of the camera is detected and a dysfunction validated. If the maximized normalized correlation is lower than another threshold, we consider that the block matching failed to find the correct translation, probably because the real displacement is so important that the initial stable edges are not present in the current field of view anymore. In this case, we also validate a displacement of the camera. This threshold has been learned by computing the correlation between accumulators from different fields of view on a large database.



3.4. Obstruction detection To detect the presence of an object obscuring the totality or part of the field of view, we could also use the information about the stable edges in the video stream and check if a considerable part of those edges are missing in comparison to the reference accumulator. A missing stable edge in the current accumulator would mean that the corresponding



Figure 4. detection of partial occlusion : fast and robust variation of the measurement part of the field of view has been obscured for NxT frames. However, this approach only makes sense if we assume that there is a sufficient amount of stable edges in the field of view. In fact we cannot assume that this is always the case, particularly during rush hours. Our solution is to divide the image space into several blocks and estimate the quantity of information in each block, by measuring the entropy : X E=− pk ln(pk ) k



where pk is the frequency of appearance of the intensity level k in the considered block. Here we make the assumption that an object obscuring the field of view will be very close to the camera, and thus poorly illuminated, resulting in a great loss of information. An important temporal change in this measure means that the corresponding block has been obscured by some object in front of the camera. A change in the entropy is considered important when the entropy E, averaged over a temporal window of adequate size, is lower than a certain threshold : E < αEref where Eref is the entropy of the block measure at the installation of the system when we know that there is no object obscuring the view, and α ∈ [0, 1] is a factor set empirically.



3.5. Focus change The gradient energy is known to be an effective measure to find the more focused image for a particular, static scene. It is defined by : G=



1 W.H



H X W X i=1 j=1



(gx (i, j)2 + gy (i, j)2 )



where gx and gy are the horizontal and vertical gradient of the W × H image. However, the transformations of our scene ( illumation and background changes, objects movements ) make this measure very unstable. We propose to adapt the measure to our problem by computing the gradient energy only where there are stable edges, since they correspond to parts of the image that are less likely to change over time. Also, we deal with slow, global illumination changes by normalizing the energy by the sum of squared intensity of the considered pixels : H X W X



Gnorm =



s(i, j).(gx (i, j)2 + gy (i, j)2 )



i=1 j=1 H X W X



s(i, j).I(i, j)2



i=1 j=1



where s(i, j) = 1 if pixel (i, j) is on a stable edge, else s(i, j) = 0. The result is a measure which is slightly more robust than the former, but still sensible to local light variations. With a temporal averaging of our measure, we obtain a measure of sharpness which is quite invariant by the transformations of our scene. To detect an important change in the measure, we use classical method by computing the mean Mref and standard deviation σref of the measure when the camera is well focused, and in normal conditions (the vehicle is moving, there are people inside, etc.). Then we compute Gnorm at each frame and its temporal average M . Whenever M < Mref − 3.σref we consider that the camera is not correctly focused anymore.



Figure 5. detection of focus change : gradient energy on stable edges



4. Experiments, results and conclusion The three detection algorithms are computed sequentially : first we detect obstructions, then focus changes, and finally displacements. If we detect an obstruction or a focus change, there is no need to detect a displacement with blockmatching, since the result wouldn’t be accurate. Software is embedded in a video recorder which acquires 4 images per second. The system runs on a 1 Ghz CPU and can process the video stream in real time and detect any dysfunction soon after it appears. Our system has been tested on simple video footage, in an indoor environment, with slow and weak illumination changes. It has also been tested in real conditions within a vehicle. Scenarii have been designed to get sequences representing many situations, so that we could test the robustness of our system. Some sequences had very high contrast when moving from sun to shadow and sequences in tunnel had very low contrast. The number of people in the field of view and their behavior (walking or sitting) also greatly varied from sequence to sequence. We have used several cameras and we have analyzed 9 hours of video stream. Numerous real dysfunctions have been tested, for example out of focus, partial or complete obstructions and big or small displacements. Figures 4 and 5 show measures computed from real image sequences, when a dysfunction appears. However, the different dysfunctions we want to detect are correlated. In some rare cases, we cannot tell the nature of the dysfunction. For example, if an object obscures the initial field of view, and if the resulting image isn’t blured and contains enough information, our method may detect a displacement of the camera, since it may find that the stable edges have completely different positions ( low correlation between reference and current edges accumulators ). For such cases, our system will report a dysfunction, even if it may not be the real one. Finally, there were a few se-



quences where we have got false detections of obstruction, especially when the illumination of the scene is very weak, when vehicle goes through a tunnel. In conclusion, we have presented original tools to detect displacements of the field of view of a camera, obscured and out of focus images, in an outdoor man made environment, with difficult constraints (real time, large and rapid illumination changes, no models) and results on real data are good.
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